
 

 

Understanding filter sizing for exacting applications: 

Military sizing versus “true sizing” 

 
Historical perspective: 

HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter) is an acronym for the filters invented under contract from the 

Federal Government to keep radioactive particles in nuclear facilities from leaving the containment.  All of 

these filters were designed to fit inside a frame or holding mechanism so the filter element could be sealed 

against bypass of unfiltered air.  Therefore it was critical that the filter not be to large to fit in the frame it 

was designated for.  To make sure the filter would not be bigger, when manufacturing tolerances were 

considered, the Military sizing specification read “+0/-1/8” of the stated size. 

 

American Air Filter, our filter manufacturing partner: 

American Air Filter uses Military sizing in their manufacturing plant in Columbia, Missouri.  What this 

means is that the stated size on the filter label is the biggest the filter can turn out when manufacturing 

tolerances of +/- 1/16” are used.   

 

Applications involving custom/OEM FFU’s: 

In many applications for custom FFU’s the filter sits down in a frame or other defined opening in such a 

way that if the filter was to large it would not fit and could not be used.  Military sizing provides the safety 

to assure that the filter will not be bigger than the size originally ordered.  

 

American Air Filter’s plant only recognizes Military sizing and so all size labels on the outside of the 

filter product will reflect the military size of the product; the size it will not exceed.  

 

 “True sizing” 

 

In an increasing number of applications where the FFU does not sit down in a “hole”, it is important that the 

actual manufactured filter size be as close as possible to the desired size.  In this circumstance we suggest 

using what we call “True Sizing”.  “True Sizing” is where we provide a filter product that is made to the 

center of American Air Filter’s manufacturing tolerances so that the actual filter produced is the closest to 

the required size as possible.  American Air Filter’s current manufacturing tolerances are +/- 1/16”.  

 

 When using “True Sizing” on you project we will ADD 1/16” to the size of the filter we order from 

AAF, when compared to the size you require.  
 

 This will counteract the step in the “Military Sizing” process where the manufacturing people subtract 

1/16” of and inch from the size ordered to start the manufacturing process.  In this way the filter will come 

out of manufacturing within +/- 1/16” of the size we are trying to achieve for your product. 

 

1)  Use “Military Sizing” standards:      2) Use “True Sizing Standards                                                                                                                                                                                      
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